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lzm Patent (liaison) Office 
10 Ava Road, Ava Tower #19-07 Singapore 329949 

Blk C-4, 13/F., Wing Hing Ind. Bldg., Hing Yip St.,Kwun Tong, Kln, H.K. 
Tel : (852)  3618-7808  9175-1482  6572-0195  (86) 755 2535-3546  FAX : (852) 3111-4197  3007-8352 

Websites: www.ycec.com  & www.ycec.net  Email: ycec_lzm@yahoo.com.hk 
 

Respectable  
America President  
Mr. Donald Trump  
 
Dear Sir:  

The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW

 Washington, DC 20500
 Tel: 202-456-2121 Fax: 

djtrump@trumporg.com 
I, Lin Zhen-man, HKID D188015 (3) or SGID 2665604D. 

Then it has not any scientific basis of "viral vaccine" to crack by PCT/SG03/00145 that my “wash lung” 
treatment invention and only can to save the SARS crisis on 2003year after, and though my other an attach 
invention particularly effective for cancer patients with not any side effect that "freezing" treatment same to 
succeed use in HK this two big treatment why must to international conceal not to be divulged?  

That because the "viral vaccine" to presume by CP China for a "national treasure" must at hand only 
can use for stupid people's tool, so this practical joke also become the focus of World War III., therefore, the 
CPC Gov., to send HK’s Margaret Chan for ex-WHO Director since 2006year after, the WHO to become a 
protagonist of concealed, so only the cancer patients to be butcher since by ex-WHO Director Margaret Chan 
with today’s Tedros Adhanom Director it has already surpassed World War I with II that double total!   

Therefore，I must by a letter fax or at www.ycec.com/HK/171103.pdf to President Excellency to tell the 
details on Nov., 03, 2017! 

Since then, starting as www.ycec.com/HK/180103-WSU.pdf those my four big inventions of everyone 
must use the face of in to you the letter by attachments already send by email to any universities of world it 
was almost to finish, or as recently www.ycec.com/SG/200110-UG.pdf to the Uni. of Ghana also further refers 
to:    
      『I hope your professors should be to draw lessons from above fact and immediately wrote to query 

Nana Akufo-Addo president when can to open "wash lung" and "frozen" two treatment use for all 
Ghanaian not become a jackal of CP China?  If not, to massacre Ghanaian by him that crime 
will be established to investigate! 』  

    But it is useless; so far still no leader of a country who to be fully aware, but still not to open the "wash 
lung" and "frozen" two treatments using for national who to be equal a slaughter national killer, because who 
be afraid to offend the CP China worry to cut its financial path!  

Because today’s international societies still have many politicos only can to seek nothing but profit, and 
only can to lead the CP China not to hesitate to massacred tens of million people life only for to maintain his 
dominion became a public enemy of all mankind also no to change color, so only dare further fraud "Wuhan 
pneumonia" no medical method can be used to whereby again to take an oath for global who will continue 
to conceal "wash lung" and "frozen" two treatments only can to ensure that the "viral vaccine" for his fools 
tool still can to use the most cruel in this century of world war III that source also at here！  

However the false "Wuhan pneumonia" to crazy, as the WHO Director Tedros Adhanom who to be 
unwilling let "Wuhan pneumonia" as the SARS epidemic to line up in list of infected areas by WHO on 
Jan. 27, 2020, and at once invited to Beijing by the CP China to“fill broth & fill water” (Chinese bribe 
dialect) on Jan. 29, 2020 after, the Tedros Adhanom who also to withdraw and to change “Wuhan 
epidemic” is a“international public health emergency”to support counterfeiting! 

Also in a dilemma that WHO support counterfeiters of CPC Gov., from www.ycec.com/HK/200128e.pdf 
turn to .net or .sg same can to downloaded visible, I only at once by a letter fax to HKU president to tell the 
details of“Wuhan epidemic”on Jan. 28, 2020 after, it is very simple and easy to understand also is a 
physical therapy so will to be constant of ten thousand years and everyone must use the “Lung-Airstreams 
Epidemic Prevention Law” timely to open by this letter after, it will to lead no longer catch a cold and fever in 
lifetime that my fifth big invention, I also must at here to inform President Excellency you and anxious it may 
be by your influence to notice all American with worldwide! 
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The simple “Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law” in fact shouldn't still must to invention by me was 
very ridiculous, as follows: 

First.  If a febrile patient of head cold, who only must by left finger to closing his left nostril after 
violently to inhaling to arrive at the bottom of right lung to inform the sensorium and again to 
vigorously to exhaust out of the right nostril, and afterwards change by right finger to closing the 
right nostril as left finger to motion three time each that just to bring down a fever!         

Second.  If the inhale & exhaust that dynamics not enough as the aged or child, it is necessary to help 
by others to pat the left and right lungs let lung gas hole temporary can to expand that just 
favorable to run out the germs, if as the female or child it only need to pat the back；    

Third.  If as for children who still don’t know how to inhale and exhaust only can crawl all over that 
child, their parents or babysitters should always to hug by hand again by other hand to pat the 
back again light jump to tease, if the child still can to laugh more it inevitable effectively yet! 

Fourth.  However those who do not have a fever, especially in the spring and summer when the rain, 
temperature and humidity are infrequent or in the flu season, those who enter or leave the home 
include students or a large number of people such as assembly, only need to inhale and 
exhale by both noses two times also can easily to throw away the top of the lungs for a short 
while enter those germs, and especially as the staff of the hospital is just need at 2-3 hours of 
once and into the habit, then the conventional by germs virus to infect will no edge to discard 
the discard the epidemic mask! 

Because the Virus infection is caused by bacteria entering the lungs only and the virus is not an 
organism so that never reproduces in the body. As at www.ycec.com/HK/160519e.pdf that a small 
experiment just can to confirm and already know all in worldwide, the viral infection merely a medical 
fraud in the past!  

But then, including I above to you the letter at www.ycec.com/HK/171103.pdf, if into this page again 
to link or direct to type at any browser to find www.ycec.com/HK/160519e.pdf or Chinese change to 
160519.pdf, but any browser unify to show not found!   But from into as www.ycec.com/HK/patent.htm or 
www.ycec.com/HK/180103-WSU.pdf other page again to link the www.ycec.com/HK/160519e.pdf after, all browser 
unify can to shown, because this page just above the viral infection it was root not to exist for maximum a 
medical fraud in this century!  

Therefore, the CPC Gov. unusual keyed-up, so all browser unify to bribe by his network secret service 
after unify have a special to set up at who browser that history a prank up to now only to find out by me will witness 
at here！ 

However, no matter the patients such as SARS, bird flu, any other not alike bacterial family type to 
lead the influenza or today by germs of Wuhan pneumonia to give so-called “new virus” to infect to bring 
cannot down a fever those patients as soon as surface to handle by "lung wash" not also can to leave hospital 
at once?! 

But above today’s “Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law” is even simpler to go out all germs to 
down-fever, if the inhale with expire by lung the vigor not enough as those old person or weakling, also by 
"wash lung" can to leave hospital too, so more details at www.ycec.com/HK/CarrieLam-hk.htm page, 
because my time very less, but you in HK consulate those Chinese worker very competent and can to 
translate English for Excellency to chew over, unusual the Police main page in 
www.ycec.com/HK/Police.htm that www.ycec.com/HK/191004.pdf why I had report a case to police? Because 
those conceal my medicine invention only can to steal use for theirs friends after open to murder citizen that 
six killers of HK’s Health Dept. must to arrest bring to justice?  But then the ex-Commissioner of Police Lo 
Wai-chung who will to handle at once why to be suspension?  And above the “Wuhan epidemic” to crazy 
fraud to lead today’s HK in a clutter just by those six big killers that causes at here too!  

The more fearful is, then to direct by off-stage that Charlie Hebdo case of France to occur on Jan. 07, 
2015 after, so all global medium in fear to exist, and all the media of HK with Taiwan, especially by you on 
July 21, 2019 to received anti-communist the Falun Gong and the dynamic website same to control in 
off-stage by CP China more crazy at global to fraud, so by some EU medium with public to reprove the 
chaos of "Yellow Peril" that causes same at here too! 

Today crazy fake “Wuhan epidemic” in HK by Wireless TV that so-called epidemic prevention 
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method except to separate, respirator only the wash hands very low IQ can to see!  But the real purpose it is 
if I return HK from Shenzhen City of China, above my report case for police those six big killers who will be 
forced to isolate for me and after murder!   This is today Chinese“No Crown Dynasty”than the Qing 
Dynasty still too bad that“Yellow Calamity”again to abusive language at EU that causes at here! 

Today, the “New Crown Pneumonia” or NCP just to notify by CP China, but the fake as can to seen 
at： www.ycec.com/CN/temblor.htm that Wenchuan earthquake disaster to fake disaster only can to make 
public four picture on 2008year.  At that time the Chairman Hu Jintao who asked for a helicopter to look 
over how many houses to collapse, but the ex-Chairman Jiang Zemin did not give after, the international 
subscribe actions at once to open up, included HK the 230 hundred million the subscription in worldwide for 
cheated of nearly 800 hundred million HKD, but that subscription nearly use to cheat with bribe to correlate 
country those patent office to hold back cannot grant patent for me base on PCT/SG03/00145 that fact from 
www.ycec.net visible!   
     But today, such as Bill Gates, who to be fully aware to being cheated, but still to subscription one 
hundred million USD to suppose can to protect who’s benefits in China!  And the WHO Director Tan Desai 
who also knows PCT/SG03/00145 the "wash lung" treatment exactly to save 2003year SARS calamity only 
effective treatment, but who is afraid to ask CP China why don't need use that just can make the NCP or 
WHO just to call the Covid-19 as SARS the epidemic to dead?  

And the WHO Tan Desai still at once to announce to set up a help fund to support fake “New Crown 
Pneumonia”, because who already to bought by CPC and Tan Desai have the contribute money to share! 
But your Secretary of State Pompeio who seems to be cheat by WHO Tan Desai will to donate 100 million 
USD for China, so please to inform this truth! 

It can be seen from the above, Trump Excellency you are early to known the “vaccine” is a bastard 
that your illustrious name already to follow my email to know at worldwide, however, you also be bound to 
more clear anyone above simple “Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law” fundamentality need not to 
"verify" by WHO or specialist of Health Dept. only can to publicize!  

Therefore, as long as let “Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law” to inform all American, all people 
as long as one lives will not again to head cold to fever, and any by fever to lead other pathological changes 
it also will be zero, if including before my letter to you at www.ycec.com/HK/161007e.pdf or htm that “home 
health hygiene” by “Saturated Saline” to use at the same time after, the life expectancy of all Americans to 
130years old also very easy too, all American hospital with clinic it will be to reduce substantially, and 
whatever the plague will be go away!  

Therefore, by today’s WHO to supported the“Yellow Calamity”also will be end at here , to liquidate 
WHO Director to butcher public of worldwide that law duty also to start, human civilization only can again 
to be up in the air, and Trump Excellency your President heroism will long to stay in history!  

This letter at www.ycec.com/HK/200213.pdf / htm or turn to ycec.net or ycec.sg it will can to read, 
because my time very limited, if the English words have error to change it maybe to see on after, and as before the 
letter will by Fax to your Consul in HK who bound to transfer to President Excellency again, pardon! 

 
Thank you! 

 
February 13, 2020 
 
Respectfully yours  
PCT/SG03/00145  
Application No. 10/469,063 
Application No. 10/029,951  

 
Inventor Zhen-man Lin  

C.C.  
U.S. Consulate General Hong Kong & Macau 
Consul General Kurt W. Tong  
26 Garden Road Central, Hong Kong  
Tel: 2523-9011 Fax: 852 2845-1598  
https://hk.usconsulate.gov/ 
 

 

 
 




